I. INTRODUCTION
Onboard radio-electronic equipment of rocket-space and transport vehicles is subjected to vibrations in the process of operation, including high-frequency ones. The frequency range of vibration effects varies from units of hertz to several tens of kilohertz. Tests of experimental and layout prototypes of such equipment on vibration stands allow revealing problem design sites, and developing a vibration protection strategy. The vibration measurement of the onboard radio-electronic equipment during operation makes it possible to predict vibration resistance of the structure, and to detect defects in the equipment in their latent phase, i.e., at the stage of their origin and development. Let us consider setting the problem of refinement of vibration parameters and one of the solution algorithms.
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II. A REVIEW OF EXISTING APPROACHES
External vibration effects reduce the life of electronic equipment [1] , machines and mechanisms [2] .
Theoretical studies of the effect of external vibration parameters on the dynamic characteristics of structural elements of radio-electronic means (REM) are demonstrated in [3] . A technique for resource prediction of electroradioelements of a printing unit in conditions of external vibrational effects is stated in [4] . A device for investigating the influence of inertial and deformation components of an external vibration action is described in [5] - [7] . At present, the technologies for active vibration protection of products of radio-electronic equipment are rapidly developed. An information technology presented in [7] ensures the stability of electronic means to external vibration effects. A technique for carrying out testing of electronic means on resistance to external vibrating effects, taking into account their design features, is stated in [8] . The methodological basis for simulating the radiation of a parabolic antenna with allowance for vibrational effects is presented in [9] . A practical technique for such a simulation is presented in [10] . Computational processes for digital modeling of vibrations of complex structures are described in [11] .
In fact, all these publications are devoted to the same urgent problem, namely, the problem of analysing the influence of vibration effects on the reliability of various products. They do not affect measurement of vibration parameters. But the analysis of these publications shows that there is a need to create economical and accurate systems for measuring vibration parameters operating in a wide frequency range.
Methods for measuring vibration parameters are divided into contact and non-contact ones. The contact methods include, in particular, piezoelectric, tensometric, and fiber-optic methods. The use of contact vibrometry for measuring the vibration of electronic equipment is limited by the obligatory presence of the contact mass of the sensor, which reduces the sensitivity of the measuring system. Moreover, the higher the frequency of vibration is, the lower the sensitivity of the system is. Contact
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The known non-contact methods for measuring vibration parameters are divided into methods of laser interferometry, laser Doppler vibrometry, and methods using the analysis of traces of vibrational blurring of images. The first two groups of methods require the use of bulky expensive equipment.
The methods for analysing traces of vibrational blurring of images include, in particular, the use of groups of parallel strokes [12] .
The drawbacks of this method include the fact that the vibrational movement of the stencil is fixed exclusively in the plane perpendicular to the optical axis of the recording device. In the process of controlling the vibrations of printed units of radio-electronic equipment, it is often necessary to measure the amplitude of the vibrational displacement of the material points of the printing unit in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the printed circuit board. To solve this problem by these methods, one will have to install another board on the printed circuit board, the plane of which should be located perpendicular to the printed circuit board of the monitored printing unit, and apply a stencil on this board in the form of groups of parallel strokes. The recording device should be positioned in such a way that its optical axis passes perpendicular to the plane of the screen, and parallel to the plane of the printed circuit board of the monitored printing unit. Such a solution is cumbersome and hardly applicable. It will inevitably distort the picture of the vibrational displacements of the material points of the monitored printing unit. Another important disadvantage of these methods is the inability to determine the direction of vibration.
A promising method is the measurement of the vibrational displacement based on the blurring analysis of a round mark image. The essence of this method is that a round mark is placed on the surface of the control object. The image of this mark is registered, a digital photo or video camera being a recording device.
The method makes it possible to measure not only the magnitude, but also the direction of the vibrational displacement of the material point under study. This is due to the fact that the image of the round mark is blurred (due to vibration).The projection of the vector of the vibrational displacement onto the plane of the object (abscissa and ordinate of the vector) is judged by the direction of this blur [13] , [14] .
In addition, the method uses the effect of defocusing the round mark image, when the original is approached to the recording device, or when it is moving away from it. This factor makes it possible to measure the projection of the vector of the vibrational displacement of the investigated material point onto the axis drawn through the geometric centre of the round mark perpendicular to the plane of the object (i.e., the applicate of this vector).
As a result, the mark can be applied directly to the printed circuit board or to the elements of the printing unit, and the recording device can be arranged so that its optical axis is perpendicular to the plane of the printed circuit board. It is possible to place several marks on the monitoring object in order to simultaneously measure the vibrational displacement of several points that the recording device keeps in view. A variant of scanning a monitoring object is possible by mechanically moving the recording device.
The patent [15] - [17] proposes a method for measuring the amplitude and direction of the vibrational displacement of the material point under study at the surface of a test object using an analysis of the vibrational blurring of a round mark image, which has a faster response time than the methods presented in [13] , [14] .
In [16] - [18] , it is shown that the measurement signal for the displacement of the material point under study along the applicator is the increment of the radius of the mark blurred due to vibration of the image with respect to the radius of its clear image, previously obtained in the absence of vibration.
III. A MODEL OF FORMATION AND TRANSFORMATION OF THE MARK IMAGE
In static approaching of the mark to the recording device, the radius of its image increases. This is due to the image defocusing effect. In static removal of the mark from the recording device, the radius of its image decreases due to the same effect.
In the process of vibrational displacement, the mark either approaches the recording device or it is removed from it ( Fig. 1) . In Fig. 1a , the contour of the mark image at the starting position in the absence of vibration is shown with a solid line, and the contours of the defocused mark images in the extreme positions of the vibrational displacement are shown with dotted lines. Figure 1b shows the intensity distribution of the recorded radiation along the diametrical cross-section of the a-a mark image in the absence of vibration; u is the current intensity value of the recorded radiation; U is the maximum intensity value of the recorded radiation u, corresponding to the clear mark image Figure 1c shows the intensity distribution of the recorded radiation along the diametrical cross-section of the a-a mark image in the presence of vibration. Figure 1d shows the intensity distribution of the binary mark image along the a-a diametrical cross-section of its halftone image in the absence of vibration; b is the current level of the binary image; l0 is the radius of the mark image in the absence of vibration. Figure 1e shows the intensity distribution of the binary mark image along the a-a diametrical cross-section of its halftone image in the presence of vibration; lz is the radius of the mark image in the presence of vibration; |Lz| is the absolute value of the radius increment of the mark image caused by vibration.
The greater part of the exposure time the point of the receiving matrix of the recording device is exposed to the influence of a light stream reflected from the mark, the greater intensity of the recorded radiation will be accumulated by the end of the exposure time.
Area 1 of the mark image in the presence of vibration located inside of the internal dotted line (Fig. 1a ) is constantly exposed to the stream mark reflected from the light, and area 2 of the mark image located between the inner and outer dotted lines is exposed to this light stream only part of the exposure time. Moreover, this part is smaller, if the distance is greater from the area point of the image between the two dashed lines to the centre of gravity of the mark image. Therefore, the intensity of the recorded radiation in area 2 decreases with the distance from the centre of gravity of the blurred mark image (Fig. 1c) .
The first step in deciding whether a pixel belongs to the mark image is the binarization of the original halftone image, i.e., an assignment to each pixel either a logical zero level or a logic unit level. At the simplest binarization, the logical unit level is assigned to the pixel, if the intensity of the recorded radiation in this pixel exceeds a certain level, called the binarization threshold [18] - [20] .
As it can be seen from Fig. 1e and Fig. 1d , if the binarization threshold level is higher than U/2, then the radius of the blurred image will be less than the radius of the clear image. The greater vibrational displacement is, the higher the blurred level and, consequently, the larger, in absolute value, the difference between the radius of the blurred and clear image is. It is this absolute value of the difference |Lz| between the radius of blurred and clear images of the mark that is the measuring signal of the vibrational displacement of the material point under study.
IV. THE LIMITING ABSOLUTE ERROR OF THE MEASURING SIGNAL
Measurement of the absolute difference value |Lz| between the radius of the blurred and clear mark images is indirect, for which calculations based on direct area measurements of the two mark images are performed: the clear one in the absence of vibration and the blurred one when there is vibration. These measurements consist in counting of the pixel number belonging to the mark image:
where Simt is the mark image area, measured in run 2 ; i and j are the sequence numbers, respectively, lines and matrix column of the digital raster image at the intersection of which the pixel is located; I, J are the numbers of lines and columns of the scanned matrix of the digital raster image, respectively; ξimt is the function that takes a value equal to 1 run 2 if the pixel with discrete coordinates (i, j) belongs to the mark image, and is equal to zero, otherwise.
where Simt0 is the clear mark image area obtained in the absence of vibration, measured in run 2 ; ξimt0 is the function that takes a value equal to 1 run 2 if the pixel with discrete coordinates (i, j) belongs to the clear mark image obtained in the absence of vibration, and is equal to zero, otherwise.
where Simtz is the blurred mark image area obtained in the presence of vibration, measured in run 2 ; ξimtz is the function that takes a value equal to 1 run 2 if the pixel with discrete coordinates (i, j) belongs to the blurred mark image obtained in the presence of vibration, and is equal to zero, otherwise.
The radius rimt of the mark image is calculated by the formula:
Hence,
where l0 is the radius of the clear mark image obtained in the absence of vibration
where lz is the radius of the blurred mark image obtained in the presence of vibration. Based on these measurements and calculations, a measuring signal |Lz| is calculated:
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153 where |Lz| is the absolute value of the difference between the radius of two images of the mark: the clear one, obtained in the absence of vibration, and the blurred one, obtained in the presence of vibration. The source of the measurement error of the mark image area Simt is the conversion of the continuous mark image into a discrete one by the recording device (Fig. 2) . A pixel located on the periphery of a true continuous mark image is included in the registered discrete mark image, if most part of its area belongs to a continuous mark image, and is not included, otherwise. And the smaller part of the pixel, which in the first case is not included in the mark image, but is included in the second case, is the elementary error of discretization of the mark image. In Fig. 2 , the elementary errors of the discretization of the mark image introduced by a and b pixels are shaded. The elementary discretization error of the mark image has a plus sign, if it is included in the registered discrete mark image, and a minus sign, otherwise. The elementary discretization error of the mark image εpix is a random variable, evenly distributed in the range from minus 0.5 run 2 to 0.5 run 2 . Here it is the dispersion formula of the uniformly distributed random variable:
where D(εpix) is the dispersion of the random variable εpix; εpixU and εpixL are upper and lower bounds of the error εpix, respectively; εpixU = 0.5 run
. The measurement error of the mark image area is equal to the sum of the elementary discretization errors of this image introduced by the pixels located on the periphery of the true continuous mark image.
The number of such pixels is equal to the circumference of the continuous mark image divided by the expected value of arc length of this circle located within the pixel (Fig. 2) :
where Npit is the number of peripheral pixels of the mark image; Limt is the circumference of the true continuous mark image;
M(lpix) is mathematical expectation of the arc length of the circle of the continuous mark image located within the pixel. The length lpix of the arc of the circle of the continuous mark image located within the pixel is a random variable uniformly distributed from zero to 2 1/2 run (Fig. 2) . It follows that M(lpix) = (2 1/2 /2)run. The circumference of a true continuous mark image is:
Using (9) and (10), and taking into account that
Further, using (4):
The absolute area measurement error of the mark image will be determined as the algebraic sum of the elementary errors of the mark image discretization. Dispersion of the sum of random variables is equal to the sum of their dispersions. It follows that:
Thus, using (12) and taking into account that
Mean square deviation of the measured value Simt:
Since the measurement error Simt is the sum of a large number of elementary uniformly distributed errors εpix, according to the law of large numbers, this error itself is distributed according to the normal law.
If some random variable X is distributed according to the normal law, then the probability that its value is within X±3σ(X) exceeds 0.997. It follows that the measured Simt value with a confidence probability of 0.997 is within Simt±∆Simt, where ∆Simt = 3σ(Simt). The value ∆Simt is the limiting absolute area measurement error of the mark image.
Upper SimtU and lower SimtL interval bounds of the value coverage Simt:
Taking into account (15) and the fact that ∆Simt = 3σ(Simt): 
It follows from (4) that:
where rimtU and rimtL are, respectively, the upper and lower interval bounds for the coverage of the radius values of the mark image rimt.
where l0U and l0L, Simt0U and Simt0L are, respectively, the upper and lower intervals bounds of the value coverage l0 and Simt0.
where lzU and lzL, SimtzU and SimtzL are, respectively, the upper and lower intervals bounds of the value coverage lz and Simtz. It follows from (7) that:
where |Lz|U and |Lz|L are, respectively, the upper and lower interval bounds of the value coverage |Lz|. The limiting absolute error ∆|Lz| of measuring signal is determined by:
i.e., the greatest deviation of the measured radius increment of the mark image from the true by the absolute value is assumed as the limiting absolute error of the measuring signal.
V. THE REDUCED ERROR OF MEASURING TRANSFORMATION
To evaluate the possibilities of measuring transformation, the concept of the reduced error of this transformation is used. The standard [17] determines the reduced error of the measuring transformation as the ratio of the limiting absolute error of the measuring transformation to the normalizing value of the measured quantity.
With reference to this measuring transformation, this means:
where δNM is the reduced error of the measuring transformation of the vibrational displacement of the material point under study to the absolute value of the radius increment of the round mark image applied to the surface of the test object; MN is the normalizing value of the vibrational displacement; ∆M(MN) is the limiting absolute error of the measuring transformation under the vibrational displacement of the material point under study M equal to MN.
If the dependence of the measuring signal |Lz| on the measured value M is linear, then:
where |Lz|(MN) and ∆|Lz|(MN) are, respectively, the absolute value of the radius increment, and the limiting absolute error of its measurement for M = MN. From this and (28), it follows that for a linear calibration characteristic of the measuring transformation, the reduced error of this transformation, expressed in percent, will be:
An important characteristic of this measuring transformation is the relative radius increment of the round mark image with the normalizing value of the vibrational displacement of the material point under study Lzrel(MN):
Knowing the mark image area Simt0 in the absence of vibration and the relative radius increment of the round mark image with the normalizing value of the vibrational displacement of the material point under study Lzrel(MN), it is possible to calculate the reduced measurement error of the vibrational displacement δNM. To do this, first it is necessary to calculate the radius of
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155 the mark image l0 in the absence of vibration by (5) . Then it is necessary to calculate the radius increment of the mark image with the normalizing value of the vibrational displacement of the material point under study Lz(MN):
Formula (31) is obtained as a solution of (30). Based on the known l0 and Lz(MN), the radius of the mark image is calculated at the normalizing value of the vibrational displacement lz(MN):
The area of the mark image with the normalizing value of the vibrational displacement is calculated by the formula:
The limiting absolute errors ∆Simt0 and ∆Simtz(MN) are calculated on the basis of (18) 
The interval bounds of the value coverage for Simt0 and Simtz(MN) are calculated using (16) and (17):
Then, by means of successive calculations using (21-27, 29), the reduced measurement error of the vibrational displacement of the material point under study at the control object surface δNM is determined.
The dependence of δNM on Simt0 is made by sequentially value setting Simt0 in a certain range with a certain step, and calculating δNM by the method described.
Based on this dependence, knowing the field of view area of the recording device, its resolving power and the diameter of the round mark, it is possible to determine the mark image area and the reduced measurement error; or, conversely, by setting the required reduced error, to select the recording device, its field of view area, and the diameter of the mark. This also applies to the variant in which not a single mark is applied to the surface area of the monitoring object, but a matrix of marks, to distribution control of the vibrational displacements of material points in this section of the monitoring object. Figure 3 depicts a scheme of the experiment conducted by the authors. Fig. 3 . An experiment scheme of a measurement system graduation of vibrational displacement.
VI. THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
Circuit board 2 was placed on vibration exciters 1, where a mechanical contact sensor of vibration acceleration 3 was fixed, and a round white mark 4 with a diameter of 4 mm was plotted on a black background. A recording device, a digital lightoptical microscope DigiMicroProf, was placed above this mark. The camera resolution is 5 Mpix. First, the photographing of the mark was carried out in the absence of vibration (Fig. 4a) .
The resulting photograph was exposed to binarization with a threshold level ul = 0.9U, and to filtering with the aim to eliminate white inclusions outside the mark image, and black holes inside this image.
In line reading of binary filtered image, counting of the number of pixels was carried out belonging to the mark image by (2), as a result of which the area of the round mark image Simt0 was measured in the absence of vibration. Based on this result, the radius of the mark image was calculated by (5) in the absence of vibration l0. Then the vibration was excited. The vibration was regulated by the indications of a contact sensor: harmonic vibrations of frequency 50 Hz, and vibration acceleration amplitude 1g, 2g, ..., 9g was successively formed, where g is the acceleration of gravity. Figure 4b shows the initial halftone round mark image with the maximum experimental vibration of 9g.
For each value of the vibration acceleration amplitude measured in g units, the corresponding value of the vibrational
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where M [µm] is the amplitude of the vibrational displacement, measured in micrometers; A is the vibration acceleration amplitude, measured in g units (1g, 2g, ..., 9g) ; g is acceleration of gravity assumed to be 9.807 m/s 2 ; f is the vibration frequency, Hz.
At each value of the vibration acceleration, the recording device carried out fixation of the mark image. This image underwent binarization with a threshold level ul = 0.9U. The resulting binary image underwent filtration to remove parasitic white inclusions of a black background, and to remove black holes inside the binary image of the white mark. Counting of the pixel number belonging to the blurred mark image was carried out by (3), as a result of which the area values of the blurred mark images Simtz(k) were formed, where k is the sequence number of the mark image obtained in the presence of vibration. For each k value, the radius lz(k) of the filtered binary mark image, measured in raster units run, was determined by (6) . The values of the radius increment of the mark image caused by the vibrational displacement of the material point under study were calculated from the formula:
where Lz(k) is the radius increment of the k-th blurred mark image caused by the vibrational displacement of the material point under study. The results of these measurements are presented in Table I . Figure 5 shows the experimental dependence graph of the measuring signal, the absolute value of the radius increment of the mark image |Lz|, measured in raster units, on the amplitude of the vibrational displacement of M mark, measured in micrometers. The experimental dependence was approximated by a straight line using the method of least squares. An analysis of the graph shows that the obtained calibration characteristic of the measuring transformation can be considered to be a linear one.
As a normalizing vibrational displacement of the material point under study, it is convenient to take the value MN = 1000 μm. Extrapolation of the approximating straight line gives the result: |Lz|(MN) = 4.80838 run. Taking into account the fact that in this experiment lz<l0: Lz(MN) = 4.80838 run. The experimental radius value of the mark image in the absence of vibration l0 is given in Table I . The experimental value of the mark image area Simt0 in the absence of vibration is also given there. Sequential calculations according to (32-39, 21-27, and 29) lead to the result: the reduced measurement error δNM with the normalizing vibrational displacement MN = 1000 μm is 0.777869 %.
VIII. THE REDUCED MEASUREMENT ERROR OF VIBRATIONAL DISPLACEMENT OF AN INVESTIGATED MATERIAL POINT AS A FUNCTION OF PIXEL NUMBER OF THE ROUND MARK IMAGE
The relative radius increment of the round mark image with the normalizing value of the vibrational displacement of the investigated material point Lzrel(MN) is determined by (30). For the experiment conditions presented in clause 7, this parameter is 0.991259 %.
Based on the experimental data, a function of the reduced measurement error of the vibrational displacement is obtained by means of successive calculations using (31-39, 21-27, and 29). Its argument is the pixel number per mark image, i.e., the mark image area in the absence of vibration, expressed in run 2 (Fig. 6 ). 
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IX. FORECASTING OF THE REDUCED ERROR IN VIBRATIONAL DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT OF THE
INVESTIGATED MATERIAL POINT Figure 7 shows a model of the round mark image with a diameter of 4 mm, and a 6 mm raster height of the recording device. The mark is linearly projected onto the photosensitive surface of the recording device, and, as a result, a continuous image of the mark is formed on this surface, being exposed to discretization by a photo receiving matrix of the recording device. It follows from the linear character of the projection, that:
where Sf is the field of view area of the camera, measured in mm 2 ; St is the area of the original mark, measured in mm 2 ; Sgim is the area of the entire raster image, measured in run 2 ; Simt is the area of the mark image, measured in run 2 .
The area of the original mark is determined by:
where dt is the diameter of the original mark, measured in mm (Fig. 7) . The camera field of view area Sf, measured in mm 2 , is determined as the product of its width a, and its length b (Fig. 7) :
Based on the principle of similarity of the field of view of the recording device, and the raster image formed by it, it follows that:
where fr is the ratio of the line number of the photo receiving matrix of the recording device to the number of its columns. A comparison of (43-46) results in obtaining the calculation for Simt0:
If, for example, a recording device is a camera with a resolution of 5 Mpix, then the area of the entire raster image is Sgim = 5•10 6 run 2 . If, in this case, a = 6 mm, and fr = 0.75, then the calculation by (47) will show that Simt0 = 1.30900•10 6 run 2 . Sequential calculations using (5, 31-39, 21-27, and 29) will show that the reduced measurement error of vibrational displacement of the investigated material point δNM at the normalizing value of 1000 μm is 0.506737 %.
Thus, using a camera with a resolution of 5 Mpix, the presented technique allows measuring the vibrational displacement of the investigated material point if the reduced measurement error at normalizing value of the measured value of 1000 μm is not more than 0.51 %. The technique for vibrational displacement measurement of the investigated material point proposed in this article provides the possibility of simultaneous measurement of the vibrational displacements of several material points located in the field of view of the recording device, i.e., the possibility of measurement of the distribution parameters of the vibrational
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________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2018/23 158 displacement on the flat surface of the monitoring object. To solve this problem, a grid of round marks, having the same diameter, is applied to the flat surface of the monitoring object (Fig. 8) . Let us, for example, calculate the maximum width amax and the length bmax of the field of view of the recording device, in which it is possible to measure the amplitudes of the vibrational displacements of the investigated material points with a reduced error not exceeding a certain limiting value δNmaxM. In this case, the normalizing value of the vibrational displacement of the investigated material point MN, the diameter of the mark dt, the resolution possibility of the recording device Sgim, and the ratio of the line number of the photo receiving matrix of the recording device to the number of its columns fr are given.
The maximum width of the field of view of the recording device is defined as the solution of (47):
The area of the mark image Simt0min in the absence of vibration will be determined based on the function of the reduced error of the measurement transformation similar to that shown graphically in Fig. 6 .
The length bmax of the field of view of the recording device is calculated from the formula obtained on the basis of (46): 
If, for example, the maximum reduced measurement error δNmax M = 5 % is specified with the normalizing vibrational displacement of the investigated material point MN = 1000 μm, the mark diameter is dt = 4 mm. The camera with a resolution of 5 Mpix and with a standard height ratio of the receiving raster to its width of 3×4 is used as a recording device.
To solve this problem, first it is necessary to determine the minimum area of the mark image Simt0min in the absence of vibration, sufficient to satisfy the condition δNM≤5 %. Simt0min is found from Table II , obtained from the function analysis of the reduced measurement error, graphically presented in Fig. 6 . Table II shows that it is better to take the value Simt0min = 61900 run 2 . Since the camera with a resolution of 5 Mpix and with a standard height ratio of the receiving raster to its width of 3×4 is used as a recording device, then Sgim = 5•10 6 run 2 , fr = 0.75. The diameter of the mark is dt = 4mm. By (48), amax = 27.5915mm ≈ 28mm. By (49) bmax = 36.7887mm ≈ 37mm.
Thus, the presented technique allows using a camera with a resolution of 5 Mpix to measure the distribution of the vibrational displacement on a portion of a flat surface of a test object with dimensions of 28×37 mm. The reduced measurement error at a normalizing value of the measured value of 1000 μm does not exceed 5 %.
A new technology for vibration measurement is formulated, for realization of which a matrix of round marks is applied to the surface of the object; a recording device forms images of this matrix in the absence of vibration, and in its presence; the absolute value of the difference between the radius of the blurred mark image is applied as a measuring signal, obtained in the presence of vibration, and its clear image obtained in the absence of vibration. The radius measurement of the round mark image is indirect: first, by pixel counting belonging to the mark image, the area of this image is measured, and then the radius is calculated. In the article, a function connecting the reduced error of the given measurement transformation with the number of pixels per mark image is revealed for the first time.
The results of experimental studies proving the linearity of the measurement transformation and establishing a relative radius increment of the mark image at the normalizing level of the vibrational displacement of the investigated material point are presented.
The numerical examples show the conditions for resolving the technical contradiction between the dimensions of the control area and the accuracy of the measurements.
